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HRE Wheels Carbon Fiber Line
Any well versed car buff is certainly familiar with HRE
Wheels, California based leader in high quality forged
wheels since 1979. Traditionally constructed of
aerospace grade forged aluminum, their wheels
combine timeless style with race inspired specifications
to create an all-encompassing piece of automotive
jewelry. Suitable for supercars, sports GTs, and
performance sedans, innovation never stops at HRE as
they now offer even lighter CF201 carbon fiber series
wheels.
By utilizing a 1-piece full carbon fiber barrel, the
CF201 wheel reduces weight by a whopping 25%
compared to other lightweight 3 piece designs. The
center is constructed from 6061-T6 forged aluminum
and mated to the barrel using American-made titanium assembly bolts. Needless to say, these
wheels are the ultimate in performance and exclusivity, as each set includes a serial numbered
carbon fiber-aluminum card supplied by Camisasca Automotive.
In addition, to compliment this line of carbon fiber
wheels, HRE is now offering a line of beautiful HRE
branded carbon fiber accessories supplied by industry
partner Camisasca Automotive Manufacturing.
Among these accessories is our very own first full
carbon fiber license plate frame. Manufactured
completely from composite, we coupled our
lightweight pre-impregnated carbon fiber frame with a
custom carbon fiber nameplate featuring screen
printed HRE relief. The final product represents our
lightest and most advanced license plate frame to
date.
In addition to supplying the carbon fiber HRE frame,
we’ve also custom manufactured a beautiful carbon
fiber Sport Tag key chains featuring HRE graphics, HRE
carbon fiber wheel centers, and HRE carbon fiber valve
stem caps for a complete accessory set.
Please visit www.HREwheels.com for more information on their line of exquisite wheels and
accessories.

Monterey 2013
Pebble Beach has exploded into an industry affair
which descends upon the Monetery Peninsula once a
year in a flurry of octane and inspired design.
Much has been said about this year’s events in the form
of articles and broadcasting, which never cease to
amaze and impress. However, a few here at CAM Inc.
had the unique privilege of enjoying it as a family
affair, family dachshund included!
Beginning with Tuesday’s Carmel Concourse on the
Avenue, our car pooch was hoisted along to begin the festivities. A unique event as its open to the
public, the 60 years of Porsche were especially highlighted as 911s from all era’s and all pages of
automotive literature were present. Our particular favorites being a 1968 Sebring Porsche 911S,
1967 Nurburgring Porsche 911R, and hand painted 1969 Porsche 911S as a form of “effeminated
masculinity”.
Two days later, after a day of hiking, the Pebble Beach
Tour thundered up and down US 1, before taking over
Carmel’s ocean avenue in a sea of onlookers.
Entertained by some spectators’ daring and not-sodaring outfits, the girls proved their smarts in
identifying show cars between fashion observations.
Again, particular highlights were certainly the 1965
Ferrari 250 LM and 1956 Aston Martin DB3S Coupe.
However, Skippy, the dog, proved less discriminatory,
preferring any car offering a hint of shade.
Moving into the weekend, our requirement for a hollow
leg came into the lime light. Beginning with Bonham’s
morning brunch and auction preview, a certain 1965
Lotus Cortina barn-find caught our fancy, whilst we
enjoyed old stories of fabled Phil Hill with friends.
After a short tram up the road, we visited the Quail
Motorsports Gathering. Once inside senses battled as
intrigue led us to cars and stomachs to the various
buffets. Aston Martin was of particular importance
here, as the 100th anniversary celebration continued.
We also personally enjoyed seeing the Norman Dewis

Speed Record Jaguar 120, while some seemed to find Skippy of more entertainment.
Saturday was spent at the track as we joined the BMW CCA corral beside turn 5, just as the Can
Am cars were finishing there warm ups. Venturing into the pits, nearly any derivation of vintage
motorsport could be had, from 1930s Grand Prix cars to 1980s IMSA. Admiring various classes and
marks, the girls unanimously decided the Alfa Romeo GTAs and 1965 Alfa Romeo TZ1 were their
favorites. Corvette was the real star however, as early Sebring cars, original Stingray prototype,
and a potpourri of new C7’s greeted us from the Rolex Moments in Time tent.
Taking Sunday off to relax while Pebble Beach raged on without us, we were able to reflect
upon the cars, people, and events we were fortunate
enough to enjoy. Humbled by the brevity of it all, we
discussed our favorite moments, and all decided we
were happy and honored to have just been able to
observe a privilege of the industry we enjoy.
A very big thank you to all the OEM and personal
participants in this year’s Festorics. Your dedication
and generosity brought smiles to our faces and fond
memories for years to come. Thank you.

Restore A Tag
Classic car restorations are big business, and many
passionate owners go to great lengths to bring a
car back to showroom fresh condition. No detail can be
overlooked and a restored period-correct license plate
is just part of the total package.
RestoreATag is the premier license plate restoration
company having developed a unique and highly
effective museum quality restoration process to bring back old, rusty plates to beautiful works of
art. Their 11 step process uses only the finest materials and expert craftsmanship for a plate that
looks as good as new, or in many cases, even better!
Naturally, such valuable license plates require theft
protection that is intelligent, effective, and completely
inconspicuous. With these requirements in mind, we’re
very happy RestoreATag has chosen to use our Security
Caps to protect their client’s investments, and
additionally, offer the caps as a standalone product for
customers in need of plate protection. Whether you
own a rare vintage plate, one with sentimental value,
or want to protect yourself from automotive identity
theft, security caps are the best way to secure your
plates from tampering.

For more
information
on
RestoreATag, please visit www.RestoreATag.com to
review their restoration services and plate accessories.

Back To School
All of us here at Camisasca Automotive Mfg., would like to
wish you and yours an enjoyable and prosperous new
School Year. And don’t forget, it’s okay to show a little
pride!
Happily we have just completed a special custom order for
our local St Anne’s School here in Laguna Niguel, California. Finished in Brushed Stainless Steel
with correct CI laser etched graphics, these frames are sure to last, showing off school spirit from
Preschool up to Middle. Go Knights!

For more information on our line of quality made automotive accessories and parts, please feel
free to contact us at sales@camincusa.com or (800)452-1735

